The shift in frequency of the fundamental m = 0 head tail mode in a storage ring can be calculated from the optics and the wake potentials. Such calculations have been performed for various beam pipe components in PETRA and are summarized here. Comparison with measurements shows good agreement for long bunches and that the theoretical description of the impedance is incomplete for short bunches (high frequencies).
Introduction
The shift in oscillation frequency of the head tail bunch modes in a storage ring results from wake field forces excited in many components such as rf cavities, separator tanks and vacuum chamber joints. The wake field force, integrated over the transit time, is a wake potential that describes the distribution of momentum change inside a bunch of particles. If the beam offset from the ideal orbit is small, the transverse wake potential gives the transverse kick imported by one particle to a second one at distance s:
The kick experienced by the test particle #2 does not depend on its own radial position (i.e. offset). Figure 1 shows the layout of all cavity types used in PETRA while figure 2 shows the cross section of PETRA vacuum chamber joints. The vacuum chamber joints are modeled by circular ones having the chamber height as radius. Figure 2 also shows the quadrupole chamber joints and separator tanks in PETRA.
In The difference between measured and calculated vertical tune shift is shown for both optics in figure 7. 
Conclusions
We find a clear discrepancy between measured and predicted tune shifts especially for short bunches ( 6= 1 cm). For long bunches, however, we find good agreement and also no significant discrepancy between the tune shift in both planes, horizontal or vertical.
It follows that for long bunches the symmetric impedance is dominated by the cavities and that predictions are quite accurate.
For short bunches the impedance is dominated by vacuum chamber joints and other unidentified components outside the cavity region.
In order to complete our theoretical knowledge of this complex system we have to substitute the cylindrical models of these components by 3D calculations (which show higher contributions to the impedance for short bunches than predicted by TBCI calculation) and investigate other sources of non-geometric impedance such as aluminium oxide in the vacuum system [6] . 
